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Fun Flowers Paper Clip Bookmark  
 
 

Card Stock: Subtles Patterns Designer Paper Stack  #117152 

  Brights Patterns Designer Paper Stack  #117155 

  Brights Card Stock  #119706 

  Subtles Card Stock  #119704 
    

Accessories: Fun Flowers Die  #121812 

  Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine  #113439 

  Brights Designer Buttons  #119747 

  Subtles Designer Buttons  #119745 

  Bone Folder  #102300 

  Dimensionals  #104430 

  4” Paper Clips (non-Stampin’ Up!) 

  White Crochet Thread  (non-Stampin’ Up!) 

  Hot Glue Gun (non-Stampin’ Up!) 

  Pop-Up Glue Dots (retired)    
 
Cutting Dimensions: 
 

 Designer Series Paper  --- 3 x 3” (for larger die cut flower) 

 Designer Series Paper  --- 2 ½ x 2 ½”  (for small die cut flower) 

 Card Stock    --- Scrap to punch with 1” Circle Punch 

 Crochet Thread   --- Approximately 6-7” 

 
Assembly Instructions: 
 

1. Place cutting pad down first, then set Fun Flowers die on top of it.  Place 3 x 3” square of 

Designer Paper over the medium sized flower on the die and the 2 ½” x 2 ½” square of 

coordinating Designer Paper over the small sized flower on the die.  Place the remaining 

cutting pad on top and run sandwich through the Big Shot.   

 

2. After die cutting flowers, distress petals by running the bone folder back and forth in your hand 

over each petal until they begin to curl. 

 

3. Thread crochet thread through the button holes and tie into a bow, trim ends. 

 

4. Layer flowers together with a dimensional, then attach button to flowers with another 

dimensional. 

 

5. Punch 1” Circle out of coordinating card stock. 

 

6. Use hot glue gun to apply glue to back of flower and adhere the paper clip to the flower on 

the end that won’t clip onto the book page.  Add a little more glue before backing with the 

1” Circle.  Center flower and circle backing before glue cools.  (Pop-Up Glue Dots can be 

used instead of hot glue.) 
 

 Your bookmark is finished…Enjoy!  


